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Instigating Causalities



General System Theory
Allgemeine Systemtheorie

• What is:	

– “A theory, not of systems of a more or less 
special kind, but of universal principles applying 
to systems in general”  

» Von Bertalanffy, 1968

– The point is that there is a kind of theory 
known as system theory, and there is a general 
form of this theory: general system theory



General System Theory

• What it is not:

– A theory that relates to several entities called 
systems

– A theory of an entity called general system

– Theorie der algemeinene Systeme



The Aims of GST according to von Bertalanffy
1. There is a general tendency toward integration in the 

various sciences, natural and social. 

2. Such integration seems to be centered in a general 
theory of systems.

3. Such theory may be an important means for aiming at 
exact theory in the nonphysical fields of science. 

4. Developing unifying principles running "vertically" 
through the universe of the individual sciences, this 
theory brings us nearer the goal of the unity of science. 

5. This can lead to a much-needed integration in scientific 
education.

– von Bertalanffy, L. (1968). General system theory: Essays on its foundation and 
development, rev. ed. New York: George Braziller, p. 38.



Boulding to Bertalanffy on humanities

I seem to have come to much the same conclusion as you 
have reached, though approaching it from the direction of 
economics and the social sciences rather than from biology 
– that there is a body of what I have been calling “general 
empirical theory,” or “general system theory” in your 
excellent terminology, which is of wide applicability in many 
different disciplines.  I am sure there are many people all 
over the world who have come to essentially the same 
position that we have, but we are so widely scattered and 
do not know each other, so difficult is it to cross the 
boundaries of the disciplines.

– Letter from Kenneth Boulding to Ludwig von Bertalanffy in 1953.
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after Mike C. Jackson

Systemic Possibilities
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Critical Systems Thinking



RADICAL CHANGE radical humanist radical structuralist
Nature of

Society
REGULATION interpretative functionalist

SUBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE

Nature of  Social Science

Four systemic stances for 
humanistic and social studies



Clusters of scientific approaches

New clusters of 
scientific approaches

	  Natural	  Scien4st

	  General	  Theorist

	  Human	  Scien4st

	  Par4cular	  Humanist

Paradigms and types of 
scientific inquiry

func4onalist	  +	  analy4cal	  scien4st

radical	  structuralist	  +	  conceptual	  
theorist

radical	  humanist	  +	  conceptual	  
humanist

interpreta4ve	  +	  par4cular	  humanist



Types of 
scientific inquiry
based on Jung’s 
personality types
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Heuristic Science

Hermeneutic Science



Methods appropriate for types of inquiry

Arena Examples of Methods Natural
Scientist

Particular
Humanist

Human
Scientist

General
Theorist

Explanation naturalistic observation
experimentation
correlational method
survey

Understanding participant observation
interview
ethnography
case study
phenomenology
hermeneutics

Social Action evaluation research
heuristics
focus group
action research
systems methodologies

Integration spiritual inquiry (e.g. meditation)
complexity inquiry (e.g. systems dynamics)



after Bela H. Banathy

The Three Cultures
Science Humanities Design

Focus The natural world
Problem finding
Describe what “is”

The human experience
Understand the human
experience and portray it

The man-made world
Solution finding
What “should be”

Primary
Method

Experimentation
Pattern recognition
Analysis
Classification
Deduction

Analogy
Metaphor
Criticism
Valuation
Induction

Modelling
Pattern formation
Synthesis
Conjecture
Abduction

What is
Valued

Objectivity
Rationality
Neutrality
Concern for “Truth”

Subjectivity
Imagination
Commitment
Concern for “Justice”

Practicality
Creativity
Empathy
Concern for “Goodness
of Fit”



Epistemological Foundations of ESD



Systems Thinking Types
 Systems thinking	
 An internalized manifestation (in 

the thinking of individuals or social systems) of systems 
concepts, systems principles, and systems models.

 Systematic thinking	
 Any methodical step-by-step 
approach that is carried out according to a pre-determined 
algorithm or a fixed plan. 

 Systemic thinking	
 A tendency or natural 
predisposition to think in terms of systemic relationships 
without necessarily drawing upon systems concepts, 
systems principles, or systems models.  Some examples of 
areas that incorporate and foster such thinking include 
permaculture, feminist studies, ecology, and the I Ching.



From Systems Thinking 
	 to Systems Seeing 
	 	 to Systems Feeling 
	 	 	 to Systems Sensing 
	 	 	 	 to Curating Emergence



Guiding Questions for a Practice Systems Being

 At the first level (personal systemicity): Who am I and what is my life’s 
purpose? What are my talents? To what do I feel called to contribute? What 
brings meaning to my life? What supports my personal development?

 At the second level (socio-cultural systemicity): What common cares 
bring us together? What is our shared vision? How do we want to contribute 
to the flourishing of life forever? Who are our partners and collaborators? 
What do we need to learn? What do we want to create? What is our value 
proposition or unique contribution to all our stakeholders? What affirms our 
values, identity and culture?

 At the third level (ecological systemicity): What gifts do we receive from 
nature that we have not acknowledged? What relationships and connections 
need to be restored? How can we contribute to the regeneration of our 
ecosystems? What would a thriving relationship with nature look like?

 At the fourth level (evolutionary systemicity): What would our ancestors 
think of our work and life? What would our children’s children think of our 
choices? How do we honor our past and create our future intentionally? How 
do we become active and conscious participants in the unfolding of life?




